
    

    

Powerful and now also available with  
a 15-inch display - The Second Edition of our 

forklift terminals MFT1x 
  

    

News about the forklift terminals of the MFT1xSE series 

Fast, robust and suitable for deep-freezing areas: these are the characteristics that 

distinguish our high-performance vehicle terminals of the MFT1xSE series. Designed for 

use on the forklift and for rough working environments, the ACD terminals make work in 

logistics much easier. A robust aluminium housing provides the necessary robustness and 

the powerful Apollo-Lake processor ensures outstanding processing speed. All forklift 

terminals from ACD Elektronik are suitable for use in deep-freeze areas.       
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MFT15SE – 15-inch version now also with powerful Apollo-Lake processor  
  

   

  

In addition to the well-established MFT1xSE 

variants with 10.4" and 12.1" displays, our Second 

Edition is now also available with a 15" display. The 

MFT15SE completes the product portfolio of forklift 

terminals and ACD Elektronik can now provide the 

suitable forklift terminal for every application in the 

logistics and warehouse environment.  

  
 

  

The 15" version is particularly suitable for processes in which a lot of information has to be 

shown on the terminal's display or as stationary terminal. Like the other MFT1xSE 

versions, the MFT15SE is adapted for deep-freezing and can be used at temperatures as 

low as -30 °C. 
  

MFT1xSE – Optimised interface coverage ensures improved usability 
  

  

The redesign of the interface cover significantly simplifies 

the assembly of the forklift terminals as well as the 

attachment of the interface cover. Among other things, the 

number of screws for fastening the cover has been 

reduced and the fixing of the cables to the forklift terminal 

is now done by means of a simple cable fastening and a 

foam rubber strip.  

  
 

   

  

This saves time, minimises errors and simplifies assembly considerably. With a protection 

class of IP54, the forklift terminals are protected against the ingress of foreign bodies and 

splash water. However, if a higher protection class is required, the previous system, which 

has an IP65 protection class, can still be installed as an option. 
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MFT1xSE – Now also with Windows® 11 IoT Enterprise 

Another innovation is the availability of Windows® 11 IoT Enterprise for all devices of the 

MFT1xSE series. The customer continues to have flexibility in the choice of operating 

system. In addition to Windows® 11 IoT Enterprise, ACD Elektronik continues to provide 

Windows® 10 IoT Enterprise and IGEL OS as options. 
  

Curious now? 

Request your free trial today or configure your perfect forklift terminal in our online 

configurator. 

If our terminals are convincing during the test, you have the option of creating your 

individual image, which will be installed and delivered ex works. 

 

We look forward to your call or enquiry to sales@acd-elektronik.de. 
  

Best regards from Achstetten, 

Sales Team Logistic Solutions 
  

     

 

ACD Elektronik GmbH | Engelberg 2 | 88480 Achstetten | Germany 

+49 7392 708-499 | presse@acd-elektronik.de | www.acd-gruppe.de/en  

CEO: Andreas Zwißler | Register: HRB 641216 | Tax ID: DE245700292  
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